								September 21, 2018
Dear Parents,
Happy Autumn Eve!  As I’m typing this, it sure doesn’t FEEL like fall, but the calendar says so.  Sounds like we might get a little relief this weekend.  Sure has been hot.

We have continued to learn the story of creation, but as I told you we are taking it slower, so that we can complete our Creation booklet to help us remember the story.  We added the pages of the third and fourth days this week, and continued with the creation—day 5.  We learned new Bible words--
“In the beginning, God created the heavens and the earth.”

Ditto dog and his friend Dudley came to visit us this week, helping us to learn about the letter “D” and the sound that it makes.  “D” can be a little tricky, because it looks so much like the lower case “b”.  Our writing has gotten neater, and we’re working hard to stay within the lines.  We beginning to do more of our papers independently.  The pictures are “read” for us so we are sure what to call the object, but we have to decide on the answer ourselves.  We’ve added study boards to our desk, to give us our own individual “office”, and give us a place to keep our supplies, as well as our eyes.   We added the words “a” and “the” to our sight words.  Remember, Monday a new little book to read will be sent home in a small zip lock bag—A BOOK IN A BAG.   You are asked to have your child read the book to you (maybe more than once—it is very short—and sign the book.  

We did a short unit on dinosaurs.  We know that there are no more living dinosaurs—they are all extinct.  Your child should be able to tell you that Tyrannosaurus Rex was the most fierce of all.  He was a meat eater, with a mouth big enough for a whole watermelon.  Brontosaurus was unique because he had two brains—one in his head, and one in his tail.  Stegosaurus was also a plant eater.   He had the protection of his boney shields and his spikes.  Triceratops is one of the smaller dinosaurs.  He has a huge shield of bone, and 3 very long horns—about as long as we are tall.  Your child should be able to give you some of this information on these huge creatures of long ago.  

We’re working on recognizing and writing numerals 0-15.  Don’t forget, we’ll be testing over this as well as letters October 16.

We added a short unit time to our afternoons this week.  The entire Student Body celebrated CONSTITUTION DAY—the day that our constitution was adopted—some “rules” for our country to follow.   We discussed the Washington Memorial, and saw a picture of it.  We also saw the Lincoln Memorial, and discussed both of these presidents of long ago.  We talked about the flag, and know how many stars it has.  We know that the colors of the USA are red, white and blue—like the flag.  We know that the bald eagle is a symbol of America.  We’ve learned the pledge to the flag, and “God Bless America”, and now we are working on “The National Anthem”.  

Happy Sacks will come home on Monday with Joc’Quinn, Gennesis, Desmond and Charley.  You have the letter “e”, my friends.  Those vowels are more difficult.  You’ll be up to the challenge.  

I HAVE EXCITING BOOKS READ TO ME NEWS…congratulations to AB and Noah who have earned a place on the sticker chart with their list of 10 books read.  A special congratulations to Olive and Zachary who have earned their certificates for 50 books read.  A VERY special congratulations to Lydia and Charley for earning their certificate for 100 books read.  That is a paragraph of GREAT NEWS.  Keep up the good work kindergarten families.  

Check out our news Kindergarten Kid.  Alyssa is featured on our bulletin board, and will also be on the web page—www.atonementbb.com    She is one of our 20 cute ones.  

Our first field trip has been scheduled.  We will be going to the Pumpkin Patch (Thies Farm on Hanley) on Friday, October 19—in the AM.  I do not have a price yet, as we’re waiting on the confirmation of the bus.  It will be somewhere around $10 or $12.  Remember, I told you that this will be our expensive trip, but such fun for the children.  I should have more details for you by next week.  I’ll be opening it up to the parents who might like to go along with us, so if you need to arrange your work schedule, you at least know the date now.  

Have a wonderful fall weekend.  

Blessings~


We tested over saying the days of the week.  If your child was able to say this, there is a certificate in the folder.  If not, a note is in the folder stating that I will retest.  We say this daily at school.  Next Thursday, September 27, the children will be asked to tell their telephone number.  We do not work on this here, as everyone’s is different—naturally.  


